
 

Product Lines 



 
 
 

Tubing Line 
 
 

The Tubing products are manufactured in two groups: super light weight and heavy weight. This enables 

the group to work with different types of customers: chain stores, TV, catalogues, wholesalers and 

others. The group manufacturers with filling of copper and iron (enabling to manufacture in 8, 9 and 

10K). Special plastic filling is also used and it enables mass and cheap production. All the tubing 

products are manufactured in a variety of sizes and forms from tubes of different shapes, and are 

combined with diamond cut, tri color, satin, polished, yellow white, red and others. The manufacturing 

unit is equipped with modern equipment and machinery which enable mass production of tubes and 

earrings. The tubing products of the group are in great demand worldwide. 

  

 



 
 
 

Tubing Line 
 
 



 
 

Stamping Line 
 Creolls, Lockets & Pendants 

 
 

The stamping unit provides services to several units: lockets, creolls, pendants, fundings and others. The 

group has a large collection of dies for which it invested 1.5 million Euro. The dies are massive, of high 

quality, progressive (automatic), with high precision and part of the dies can work with thickness of 0.05 

mm. This department has mostly hydraulic presses. The hydraulic and exocentric presses are connected 

to automatic feeders. There are many dies for producing accessories and nets. There is also a 

department to rivet the bars into the joint with a daily production capacity of 10,000 pairs. The products 

are available in different styles of polished, diamond cut, TT, tri color, satin, yellow, white and red. For 

the production of back to back products the group developed special equipment to solder the two 

parts. This development prevented the use of the standard methods, in use by manufacturers even 

today. For this unit the group purchased expensive and modern equipment which include special 

annealing furnaces, hardening furnaces, rolling mills for strips like German quattro rolling mill and more.  

  

 



 
 

Creolls 
 The group’s range of these earrings acquired world wide recognition and demand. Combined with 

Diamond Cut, TT , Tri color, Satin, Rhodium, yellow, white and red  these earrings largely increased the 

revenues of the group. 

 



 
 

Lockets 
 The group developed lockets and registered a patent for them. These  products are manufactured in 

high quality and at weights which are the lowest in the international market and also at the regular 

weights. The lockets are marketed in different styles: Diamond Cut, TT , Tri color, Satin, Rhodium, yellow, 

white and red. 

 



 

 

 

Pendants 
 

 

 

 

The Group has a collection of hundreds of different pendants which are manufactured in a weight range 

of 0.15 – 0.50 gr. Despite the low weight the pendants are manufactured in big sizes and sold per piece 

in combination with Diamond Cut, TT , Tri color, Satin, Rhodium, yellow, white and red.  

These products are also combined with bracelets and are in big demand. 

 

 



 
Rope Chains Line 

 
The group acquired word wide reputation as a big manufacturer of rope chains of high quality. These 

products are sold world wide in hollow & solid, different gauges, special designs with precious stones, 

polished, tricolor, engraving and more.   

 



 
Fancy Italian Chains Line 

 

Investing substantial effort and capital into this production line resulted in putting the Group, already in 

1985, at the forefront of the fancy hollow link chains production.  These chains are produced in two 

different methods : Agrafatto & Placato. For both the methods carbon- free iron is used which allows 

production in low  karats(8,9,10K). The group produces a wide spectrum of fancy hand made hollow link 

chains, such as Byzantines, Spigas and more. The different chains are offered in various weights, from 

super light to heavy, to suit several markets. 

 



 
Fancy Italian Chains Line 

 



 
Bonded – Gold Over Silver Line 

 
The group manufacturers a wide range of products in this field: chains, pendants, earrings, bracelets 

and others from tubing and stamping. Gold over Silver offers beauty, durability, and strength at a 

fraction of the cost. Most of the products sold are with Diamond cut, Tri Color, TT, and satin. The group 

developed an industrial method to coat with rhodium those points where the diamond cut is made. This 

coating prevents the oxidation of the silver. The products are sold in 9, 10 and 14K with 2.5% fine gold. 

 



 
Bonded – Gold Over Silver Line 

 



 
Cables Line 

 
Cable process comprehends 14 wires and 49 wires. This process is used to manufacture 

necklaces, braclets and earrings.     

 



 
Gold Filled Line 

 
Gold filled products are manufactured in 9,10 and 14K (with 2.5 gr of fine  gold -  even less). 

The low gold quantity helps to design chains, bracelets and earrings in big sizes. This jewelry is 

manufactured both in hollow and solid. The group manufactures the raw material and sells gold 

filled sheets and tubes to other manufacturers.   

 



 
Gold Filled Line 

 


